Patterns of Turkey
form, Structure & Meaning

Image and Study Resources

*Islamic Patterns: An Analytical and Cosmological Approach*, Keith Critchlow


*Man and His Symbols*, Carl G. Jung-Editor, Dell Publishing
New York, NY, © 1964

*Principles of Form and Design*, Wucius Wong, Van Nostrand Reinhold
New York, NY, © 1993

*Sense of Unity*, Nader Ardalan & Lelah Bakhtier, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL, © 1973

*Sufi: Expressions of the Mystic Quest*, Lelah Bakhtier, Thames and Hudson, New York, NY, © 1976

www.artofislamicpattern.com, Study Resources:
- *Introduction to Geometry: The Language of Symmetry in Islamic Art*
- *Introduction to Idimi: The Art of Arabesque*
- *Archive of Islamic Patterns by Region*

www.artstor.org

www.patterninislamicart.com, The WADE Photo-Archive: 2nd Edition

www.metmuseum.org/collections

www.behance.net/gallery/whirling-dervish/263630, *Umut Kebabci*

http://istanbul.for91days.com/istanbul-index/, *Michael Powell et Jürgen Horn*

Other Resources of Interest

http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/t/teachers-resource-voyage-through-the-islamic-middle-east/

http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/t/teachers-resource-exploring-plant-based-design-through-the-jameel-gallery-of-islamic-art/

http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/t/teachers-resource-maths-and-islamic-art-and-design/

*Medieval Mosques Illuminated by Math*,